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Abstract
While much work has recently focused on the analysis of social media in order to get a feel for what people think about current topics
of interest, there are, however, still many challenges to be faced. Text mining systems originally designed for more regular kinds of texts
such as news articles may need to be adapted to deal with facebook posts, tweets etc. In this paper, we discuss a variety of issues related
to opinion mining from social media, and the challenges they impose on a Natural Language Processing (NLP) system, along with two
example applications we have developed in very different domains. In contrast with the majority of opinion mining work which uses
machine learning techniques, we have developed a modular rule-based approach which performs shallow linguistic analysis and builds
on a number of linguistic subcomponents to generate the final opinion polarity and score.

1. Introduction
In this new information age, where thoughts and opinions
are shared so prolifically through online social networks,
tools that can make sense of the content of these networks
are paramount. In order to make best use of this informa-
tion, we need to be able to distinguish what is important
and interesting. There are obvious benefits to companies,
governments and so on in understanding what the public
think about their products and services, but it is also in
the interests of large public knowledge institutions to be
able to collect, retrieve and preserve all the information
related to certain events and their development over time.
The spread of information through social networks can also
trigger a chain of reactions to such situations and events
which ultimately lead to administrative, political and soci-
etal changes.
Social web analysis is all about the users who are actively
engaged and generate content. This content is dynamic,
rapidly changing to reflect the societal and sentimental fluc-
tuations of the authors as well as the ever-changing use of
language. The social networks are pools of a wide range
of articulation methods, from simple "I like it" buttons to
complete articles, their content representing the diversity
of opinions of the public. The user activities on social net-
working sites are often triggered by specific events and re-
lated entities (e.g. sports events, celebrations, crises, news
articles, persons, locations) and topics (e.g. global warm-
ing, financial crisis, swine flu). In order to include this in-
formation, a semantically-aware and socially-driven preser-
vation model is a natural way to go: the exploitation of Web
2.0 and the wisdom of crowds can make web archiving a
more selective and meaning-based process. The analysis of
social media can help archivists select material for inclu-
sion, providing content appraisal via the social web, while
social media mining itself can enrich archives, moving to-
wards structured preservation around semantic categories.
Within this work, we focus on the challenges in the devel-
opment of opinion mining tools which, along with entity,
topic and event recognition, form the cornerstone for social
web analysis in this respect. We discuss a variety of issues
related to the adaptation of opinion mining tools to social

media, and the challenges they impose on a Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) system, along with two example
applications we have developed in very different domains:
socially aware federated political archiving (realised by the
national parliaments of Greece and Austria), and socially
contextualized broadcaster web archiving (realised by two
large multimedia broadcasting organizations based in Ger-
many: Sudwestrundfunk and Deutsche Welle). The ap-
proach we have developed forms part of a set of tools for
the archiving of community memories and the long-term
preservation of (multilingual) Social Web content. Based
around a number of use cases in various domains, ulti-
mately we aim to answer questions such as:

• What are the opinions on crucial social events and on
the key people involved?

• How are these opinions distributed in relation to de-
mographic user data?

• How have these opinions evolved over time?

• Who are the opinion leaders?

• What is their impact and influence?

There are many challenges inherent in applying typical
opinion mining and sentiment analysis techniques to social
media. Microposts such as tweets are, in some sense, the
most challenging text type for text mining tools, and in par-
ticular for opinion mining, since they do not contain much
contextual information and assume much implicit knowl-
edge. Ambiguity is a particular problem since we cannot
easily make use of coreference information: unlike in blog
posts and comments, tweets do not typically follow a con-
versation thread, and appear much more in isolation from
other tweets. They also exhibit much more language varia-
tion, tend to be less grammatical than longer posts, contain
unorthodox capitalisation, and make frequent use of emoti-
cons, abbreviations and hashtags, which can form an im-
portant part of the meaning. Typically, they also contain
extensive use of irony and sarcasm, which are particularly
difficult for a machine to detect. On the other hand, their



terseness can also be beneficial in focusing the topics more
explicitly: it is very rare for a single tweet to be related to
more than one topic, which can thus aid disambiguation by
emphasising situational relatedness.
Most opinion mining techniques make use of machine
learning, but this is problematic in applications such as ours
where a number of different domains, languages and text
types are involved, because models have to be trained for
each one, and large amounts of training data are required
for good results. Typically, classifiers built using super-
vised methods, e.g. (Boiy et al., 2007), perform well on po-
larity detection tasks, but when used in new domains, their
accuracy reduces disastrously (Aue and Gamon., 2005).
While some work has focused on adapating ML methods
to new domains (Blitzer et al., 2007), this only really fo-
cuses on the use of different keywords in similar kinds of
text, e.g. product reviews about books vs. reviews about
electronics. Our entity-centric approach, on the other hand,
makes use of rule-based NLP techniques, but in contrast
to more traditional NLP approaches involving full parsing,
we use a much shallower but more focused approach based
around entity and event recognition, which lends itself bet-
ter to non-standard text.
In the following section, we discuss some related work in
the field of opinion mining and more generally, in the field
of text mining from social media. We then describe in Sec-
tion 3 the approach we have adopted, and some ofthe chal-
lenges faced in Section 4. In Section 5 we discuss evalu-
ation issues and give some preliminary results, and finish
with an outlook to the future in Section 6.

2. Related Work
(Pang and Lee, 2008) present a wide-ranging and detailed
review of traditional automatic sentiment detection tech-
niques, including many sub-components, which we shall
not repeat here. In general, sentiment detection tech-
niques can be roughly divided into lexicon-based meth-
ods (Popescu and Etzioni, 2005; Scharl and Weichselbraun,
2008; Taboada et al., 2011) and machine-learning meth-
ods, e.g. (Boiy and Moens, 2009). Lexicon-based methods
rely on a sentiment lexicon, a collection of known and pre-
compiled sentiment terms. Machine learning approaches
make use of syntactic and/or linguistic features (Pak and
Paroubek, 2010b; Go et al., 2009), and hybrid approaches
are very common, with sentiment lexicons playing a key
role in the majority of methods, e.g. (Diakopoulos et al.,
2010). For example, (Moghaddam and Popowich, 2010)
establish the polarity of reviews by identifying the polar-
ity of the adjectives that appear in them, with a reported
accuracy of about 10% higher than pure machine learning
techniques. However, such relatively successful techniques
often fail when moved to new domains or text types, be-
cause they are inflexible regarding the ambiguity of senti-
ment terms. The context in which a term is used can change
its meaning, particularly for adjectives in sentiment lexi-
cons (Mullaly et al., 2010). Several evaluations have shown
the usefulness of contextual information (Weichselbraun et
al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2009), and have identified con-
text words with a high impact on the polarity of ambiguous
terms (Gindl et al., 2010). A further bottleneck is the time-

consuming creation of these sentiment dictionaries, though
solutions have been proposed in the form of crowdsourcing
techniques1.
Recently, techniques for opinion mining have begun to fo-
cus on social media, combined with a trend towards its ap-
plication as a proactive rather than a reactive mechanism.
Understanding public opinion can have important conse-
quences for the prediction of future events. One of the most
obvious applications of this is for stock market predictions:
(Bollen and Mao, 2011) found that, contrary to the expecta-
tion that if the stock markets fell, then public mood would
also become more negative, in fact a drop in public mood
acts as a precursor to a fall in the stock market.
Almost all the work on opinion mining from Twitter has
used machine learning techniques. (Pak and Paroubek,
2010b) aimed to classify arbitrary tweets on the basis of
positive, negative and neutral sentiment, constructing a
simple binary classifier which used n-gram and POS fea-
tures, and trained on instances which had been annotated
according to the existence of positive and negative emoti-
cons. Their approach has much in common with an ear-
lier sentiment classifier constructed by (Go et al., 2009),
which also used unigrams, bigrams and POS tags, though
the former demonstrated through analysis that the distribu-
tion of certain POS tags varies between positive and neg-
ative posts. One of the reasons for the relative paucity
of linguistic techniques for opinion mining on social me-
dia is most likely due to the difficulties in using NLP on
low quality text, something which machine learning tech-
niques can – to some extent – bypass with sufficient train-
ing data. For example. the Stanford NER drops from 90.8%
F1 to 45.88% when applied to a corpus of tweets (Liu et
al., 2010). (Ritter et al., 2011) also demonstrate some of
the difficulties in applying traditional POS tagging, chunk-
ing and Named Entity Recognition techniques to tweets,
proposing a solution based on LabeledLDA (Ramage et al.,
2009).
There also exists a plethora of commercial search-based
tools for performing sentiment analysis of tweets. Gen-
erally, the user enters a search term and gets back all the
positive and negative (and sometimes neutral) tweets that
contain the term, along with some graphics such as pie
charts or graphs. Typical basic tools are Twitter Sentiment2,
Twends3 and Twitrratr4. Slightly more sophisticated tools
such as SocialMention5 allow search in a variety of so-
cial networks and produce other statistics such as percent-
ages of Strength, Passion and Reach, while others allow the
user to correct erroneous analyses. On the surface, many
of these appear quite impressive, and have the advantage
of being simple to use and providing an attractive display
with copious information about trends. However, such tools
mostly aim at finding public opinion about famous people,
sports events, products, movies and so on, but do not lend
themselves easily to more complex kinds of opinion or to
more abstract kinds of searches. Furthermore, their analy-

1http://apps.facebook.com/sentiment-quiz
2http://twittersentiment.appspot.com/
3http://twendz.waggeneredstrom.com/
4http://twitrratr.com/
5http://socialmention.com/



sis tends to be fairly rudimentary, performance can be quite
low, and many of them do not reveal the sources of their in-
formation or enable any kind of evaluation of their success:
if they claim that 75% of tweets about Whitney Houston
are positive, or that people on Facebook overwhelmingly
believe that Greece should exit the eurozone, we have no
proof as to how accurate this really is.
Our approach to opinion mining takes inspiration from
a number of sources. It is most similar to the work of
(Taboada et al., 2011) in terms of technique, but because
we focus on social media, we need to employ some dif-
ferent strategies to deal with the linguistic issues imposed.
For example, we incorporate detection of swear words, sar-
casm, questions, conditional statements and so on, while
our entity-centric approach focuses the opinions on specific
topics and makes use of linguistic relations.

3. Opinion mining
We have developed a series of initial applications for opin-
ion mining from social media using GATE (Cunningham et
al., 2002), a freely available toolkit for language process-
ing. Based on the work described in (Maynard and Funk,
2011), which focused on identification in tweets of senti-
ments about political parties, we have extended this to a
more generic analysis of sentiment about any kind of en-
tity or event mentioned, within two specific domains: the
current Greek financial crisis and the Rock am Ring rock
festival in Germany in 2010. In both cases, we perform
first a basic sentiment analysis by associating a positive,
negative or neutral sentiment to each relevant opinion tar-
get, together with a polarity score. In the current scenar-
ios, this could be any entity or event which is pertinent to
the domain and use case. In the Rock am Ring corpus, this
might be the overall event, a band or a band’s particular per-
formance at the concert, or some sub-event such as a light
show that occurred during the performance. In the Greek
crisis corpus, this might be a politician, an organisation, or
an event such as a general strike or a relevant meeting that
took place.

3.1. Entity extraction
The opinion mining application first requires that the cor-
pus be annotated with entities and events. For this we have
also developed a series of applications in GATE. We use a
modified version of ANNIE (Cunningham et al., 2002), the
default Named Entity (NE) recognition system in GATE,
to find mentions of Person, Location, Organization, Date,
Time, Money and Percent (though we only use the first
three of these as potential opinion targets – the other entity
types are used as additional indicators and, in some cases,
feature values, in the linguistic patterns for opinion min-
ing. We include some extra subtypes of Organization such
as Band (for the Rock am Ring domain) and Political Party
(for the Greek crisis domain), and have relaxed some of
the settings to deal with the incorrectness of the English,
though this has important ramifications. Detecting NEs in
tweets, in particular, is challenging and we are currently
performing some separate experiments about this. Enabling
gazetteer lists to match against lowercase versions of proper
nouns, for example, entails much greater ambiguity with

common nouns. For example, the month "May" would be
matched with the verb "may" – and even though we can
also use a version of the POS tagger specially trained to
deal with case-insensitive text, this is by no means guaran-
teed to work accurately all the time.
In addition to named entities, we also acquire a set of
domain-specific terms using TermRaider6. This considers
all noun phrases (NPs) – as determined by linguistic pro-
cessing tools in GATE – as candidate terms, and then ranks
them in order of termhood according to three different scor-
ing functions: (1) basic tf.idf (Buckley and Salton, 2009)
(2) an augmented tf.idf which also takes into account the
tf.idf score of any hyponyms of a candidate term, and (3)
the Kyoto score based on (Bosma and Vossen, 2010), which
takes into account the number of hyponyms of a candidate
term occurring in the document. All are normalised to rep-
resent a value between 0 and 100. We have not yet for-
mally evaluated the three methods, though this is part of
our planned future work, and indeed, it is possible that this
may differ for differing domains or text types. Two further
restrictions are placed. First, a candidate term is not con-
sidered as an entity if it matches or is contained within an
existing Named Entity. Second, we set a threshold score
above which we consider a candidate term to be valid. This
threshold is a parameter which can be manually changed at
any time – currently it is set to an augmented score of 45,
i.e. only terms with a score of 45 or greater will be anno-
tated as an Entity and used as input for the opinion mining
and other tools.

3.2. Event recognition
In addition to entities, we also identify events to be used
as possible targets for the opinions, and as input for other
processes such as topic extraction (which fall outside the
scope of this paper). Events can be expressed by text ele-
ments such as verbal predicates and their arguments (“The
committee dismissed the proposal”), noun phrases headed
by nominalizations (“economic growth”), adjective-noun
combinations (“governmental measure”; “public money”)
and event-referring nouns (“crisis”, “cash injection”).
The pattern-based method we adopt involves the recogni-
tion of entities and the relations between them in order to
find domain-specific events and situations, and is described
more fully in (Risse et al., 2011). Currently we use only
the events recognised by the top-down template-based ap-
proach, which consists of identifying a number of important
events in advance, based on analysis of the user needs and
manual inspection of the corpora. The template slots are
pre-defined, and the values are entities extracted from the
text as described in Section 3.1. In a semi-closed domain,
this approach is preferable over the bottom-up approach,
because it generates much higher precision results, while
recall is not affected as significantly as in an open domain
scenario.
Work on the event recognition is still very much in progress,
though preliminary experiments showed very high preci-
sion (98% on a corpus of 1474 extracted events in the Greek

6http://gate.ac.uk/projects/neon/
termraider.html



crisis dataset). We have not yet applied the event recogni-
tion to our Twitter or German datasets, where we expect to
get somewhat lower results; however, these will be highly
dependent on the quality of the entities extracted. Actually,
we expect the quality of the event recognition (assuming
correct entity detection) to be affected less by the typical
problems associated with social media than the quality of
the opinion mining and entity recognition tools, because
we use such a shallow approach.

3.3. Sentiment Analysis
The approach we take for sentiment analysis is a rule-
based one which is quite similar to that used by (Taboada
et al., 2011), focusing on building up a number of sub-
components which all have an effect on the score and po-
larity of a sentiment. The main body of the opinion mining
application involves a set of JAPE grammars which create
annotations on segments of text. JAPE is a Java-based pat-
tern matching language used in GATE (Cunningham et al.,
2000). The grammar rules use information from gazetteers
combined with linguistic features (POS tags etc.) and con-
textual information to build up a set of annotations and fea-
tures, which can be modified at any time by further rules.
The set of gazetteer lists contains useful clues and con-
text words: for example, we have developed a gazetteer of
affect/emotion words from WordNet (Miller et al., 1980).
These have a feature denoting their part of speech, and in-
formation about the original WordNet synset to which they
belong. The lists have been modified and extended man-
ually to improve their quality: some words and lists have
been deleted (since we considered them irrelevant for our
purpose) while others have been added.
Once sentiment-bearing words have been matched, an at-
tempt is made to find a linguistic relation between an en-
tity or event in the sentence or phrase, and one or more
sentiment-bearing words, such as a sentiment-bearing ad-
jective modifying an entity or in apposition with it, or a
sentiment-bearing verb whose subject or direct object is an
entity. If such a relation is found, a Sentiment annotation is
created for that entity or event, with features denoting the
polarity (positive or negative) and the polarity score. The
initial score allocated is based on that of the gazetteer list
entry of the relevant sentiment word(s). The concept behind
the scoring (and final decision on sentiment polarity) is that
the default score of a word can be altered by various contex-
tual clues. For example, typically a negative word found in
a linguistic association with it will reverse the polarity from
positive to negative and vice versa. Similarly, if sarcasm is
detected in the statement, the polarity is reversed (in the
vast majority of cases, sarcasm is used in conjunction with
a seemingly positive statement, to reflect a negative one,
though this may not necessarily be true of other languages
than English). Negative words are detected via our Verb
Phrase Chunker (e.g. “didn’t”) and via a list of negative
terms in a gazetteer (e.g. “not”, “never”.). Adverbs modify-
ing a sentiment adjective usually have the effect of increas-
ing its intensity, which is reflected by multiplying the inten-
sity factor of the adverb (defined in a gazetteer list) by the
existing score of the adjective. For example, if “brilliant”
had a score of 0.4, and “absolutely” had an intensity fac-

tor of 2, then the score of “brilliant” would increase to 0.8
when found in the phrase “absolutely brilliant”. Currently,
the intensity factors are defined manually, but some of these
could also be generated automatically where they are mor-
phologically derived from an adjective (e.g. we could use
the sentiment score of the adjective “brilliant” defined in
our adjective list to generate an intensity factor for the ad-
verb “brilliantly”).
Swear words, on the other hand, have a slightly more com-
plex role. These are particularly prolific on Twitter, espe-
cially in the Rock am Ring corpus and on topics such as
politics and religion, where people tend to have very strong
views. First, we match against a gazetteer list of swear
words and phrases, which was created manually from var-
ious lists found on the web and from manual inspection
of the data, including some words acquired by collecting
tweets with swearwords as hashtags (which also often con-
tain more swear words in the main text of the tweet). The
following rules are then applied:

• Swear words that are nouns get treated in the
same way as other sentiment-bearing words described
above. For example, in the tweet "Ed Miliband the
world’s first talking garden gnome #f***wit", the
word "f***wit" is treated as a sentiment-bearing word
found in association with the entity "Ed Milliband".

• Swear words that are adjectives or adverbs are treated
in the same way as regular adverbs, increasing the
strength of an existing sentiment word. For example,
if "awesome" scores 0.25, "fricking awesome" might
score 0.5.

• Finally, any sentences containing swear words that
have not been previously annotated are awarded a
Sentiment annotation on the whole sentence (rather
than with respect to an entity or event). For exam-
ple, "Imagine saying how accepting of religions you
are one day and the next writting a blog about how
f***ed religions are" has no sentiment-bearing words
other than the swear word, so the whole sentence is
just flagged as containing a swearing sentiment. In
this case, it is not easy to establish whether the sen-
timent is positive or negative – in the absence of any
other clues, we assume such sentences are negative if
they contain swear words and no positive words.

Finally, emoticons are processed like other sentiment-
bearing words, according to another gazetteer list, if they
occur in combination with an entity or event. For exam-
ple, the tweet "They all voted Tory :-(" would be anno-
tated as negative with respect to the target "Tory". Oth-
erwise, as for swear words, if a sentence contains a smiley
but no other entity or event, the sentence gets annotated as
sentiment-bearing, with the value of that of the smiley from
the gazetteer list.
Once all the subcomponents have been run over the text,
a final output is produced for each sentiment-bearing seg-
ment, with a polarity (positive or negative) and a score.



3.4. Multilingual issues
Another artefact of social media is that corpora consisting
of blogs, forums, Facebook pages, Twitter collections and
so on are often multilingual. In our Rock am Ring corpus,
comments and tweets can be in either English or German,
while in the Greek financial crisis corpus, they can be in
English or Greek, but also sometimes in other languages
such as French. We therefore employ a language identi-
fication tool to determine the language of each sentence.
The tool we use is a GATE plugin for the TextCat language
identifier7, which is an implementation of the algorithm de-
scribed in (Cavnar and Trenkle, 1994). Each sentence is an-
notated with the language represented, and the application
in GATE then calls one of two further applications, for En-
glish and German respectively, for each sentence being pro-
cessed. If other languages are detected, then the sentence is
ignored by the application and is not further analysed.
Language identification in tweets is a particular problem,
due to their short length (140 characters maximum) and
the ubiquity of language-independent tokens (RT (retweet),
hashtags, @mentions, numbers, URLs, emoticons). Often,
once these are removed, a tweet would contain fewer than
4 or 5 words, some would even have no “proper” words
left. For English and German, we are currently achieving
best results with the multinominal Naive Bayes language
identifier by (Lui and Baldwin, 2011).

3.5. Adapting the tools for German
The approach we follow for processing German is very
similar to that for English, but makes use of some differ-
ent (though equivalent) processing resources in GATE. We
have adapted the English named entity and term recognition
tools specifically for German, using different POS taggers
and grammars, for example. We also use the SentiWS dic-
tionary (Remus et al., 2010) as the basis for our sentiment
gazetteer. Currently, we do not perform event recognition
in German (though this will be developed at a later stage),
so opinions relate only to entities or to entire sentences and
tweets.

4. Challenges imposed by social media
In addition to the factors already discussed, social media
imposes a number of further challenges on an opinion min-
ing system.

4.1. Relevance
Even when a crawler is restricted to specific topics and cor-
rectly identifies relevant pages, this does not mean that ev-
ery comment on such pages will also be relevant. This is a
particular problem for social media, where discussions and
comment threads can rapidly diverge into unrelated topics,
as opposed to product reviews which rarely stray from the
topic at hand. For example, in the Rock am Ring forum,
we also found comments relating to a televsion program
that had been shown directly after the Rock am Ring event.
Similarly on Twitter, the topics in which a user is interested
can be very diverse, so it makes little sense to characterise
"interesting" tweets for all users with a single lexical model.

7http://www.let.rug.nl/vannoord/TextCat/

There are a number of ways in which we can attempt to
deal with the relevance issue. First, we could try to train
a classifier for tweets or comments which are relevant, e.g.
we might want to disregard tweets if they contain certain
terms. Second, we can make use of clustering in order to
find opinionated sentences or segments related to certain
topics, and disregard those which fall outside these topics.
This is probably the most promising approach, especially
since we already make use of topic clustering algorithms
within the wider project, although it does risk that some
relevant comments might be left out.

4.2. Target identification
One problem faced by many search-based approaches to
sentiment analysis is that the topic of the retrieved doc-
ument is not necessarily the object of the sentiment held
therein. This is particularly true of the online sentiment
analysers discussed in Section 2, which make no connec-
tion between the search keyword and the opinion men-
tioned in the tweet, so that in fact while the polarity of the
opinion may be correct, the topic or target of the opinion
may be something totally different. For example, the day
after Whitney Houston’s death, TwitterSentiment and sim-
ilar sites all showed an overwhelming majority of tweets
about Whitney Houston to be negative; however, almost
all these tweets were negative only in that people were sad
about her death, and not because they disliked her. So the
tweets were displaying dislike of the situation, but not dis-
like of the person. One way in which we deal with this
problem is by using an entity-centric approach, whereby
we first identify the relevant entity and then look for opin-
ions semantically related to this entity, rather than just try-
ing to decide what the sentiment is without reference to a
target, as many machine learning approaches take. We use
linguistic relations in order to make associations between
target and opinion (for example, a target may be linked to
a verb expressing like or dislike as its direct object, as in
“I like cheese”, or the opinion may be expressed as an ad-
jective modifying the target “the shocking death of Whit-
ney”). There are a number of ways in which sentences con-
taining sentiment but which have no obvious target-opinion
link can be annotated. Currently, we simply identify the
sentence as "sentiment-containing" but make no assump-
tion about the target. Future work will investigate further
techniques for assigning a topic in such cases.

4.3. Negation
The simpler bag-of-words sentiment classifiers have the
weakness that they do not handle negation well; the differ-
ence between the phrases “not good” and “good” is some-
what ignored in a unigram model, though they carry com-
pletely different meanings. A possible solution is to incor-
porate longer range features such as higher order n-grams
or dependency structures, which would help capture more
complete, subtle patterns, such as in the sentence “Sur-
prisingly, the build quality is well above par, considering
the rest of the features.” in which the term “surprisingly”
should partially negate the positive overall sentiment (Pang
and Lee, 2008). Another way to deal with negation, avoid-
ing the need for dependency parsing, is to capture simple



patterns such as “isn’t helpful” or “not exciting” by insert-
ing unigrams like “NOT-helpful” and “NOT-exciting” re-
spectively (Das and Chen, 2001). This work-around was
implemented for tweets by Pak and Paroubek (Pak and
Paroubek, 2010a).
For a rule-based system such as ours, we believe that the
approach adopted, similar to that of (Taboada et al., 2011),
is sufficient to capture most aspects of negation: indeed,
Taboada’s evaluation appears to support this.

4.4. Contextual information
Social media, and in particular tweets, typically assume a
much higher level of contextual and world knowledge by
the reader than more formal texts. This information can be
very difficult to acquire automatically. For example, one
tweet in the political dataset used in (Maynard and Funk,
2011) likened a politician to Voldemort, a fictional charac-
ter from the Harry Potter series of books. While the charac-
ter is sufficiently well known to have its own Wikipedia en-
try, assimilating the necessary information (that Voldemort
is considered evil) is a step beyond current capabilities, and
we may have to just accept that this kind of comment can-
not be readily understood by auomatic means.
One advantage of tweets, in particular, is that they have a
vast amount of metadata associated with them which can
be useful, not just for opinion summarisation and aggrega-
tion over a large number of tweets, but also for disambigua-
tion and for training purposes. Examples of this metadata
include the date and time, the number of followers of the
person tweeting, the person’s location and even their pro-
file. For example, we may have information about that per-
son’s political affiliation mentioned in their profile, which
we can use to help decide if their tweet is sarcastic when
they appear to be positive about a particular political fig-
ure. Because each person registered on Twitter has a unique
ID, we can disambiguate between different people with the
same name – something which can be problematic in other
kinds of text.

4.5. Volatility over Time
Social media, especially Twitter, exhibits a very strong tem-
poral dynamic. More specifically, opinions can change rad-
ically over time, from positive to negative and vice versa.
Within another project, TrendMiner8, we are studying two
highly dynamic opinion- and trend-driven domains: invest-
ment decisions and tracking opinions on political issues and
politicians over time, in multiple EU states and languages.
Since there is also correlation between the two domains,
joint models of political opinions and financial market opin-
ions also need to be explored.
To address this problem, the different types of possible
opinions are associated as ontological properties with the
classes describing entities, facts and events, discovered
through information extraction techniques similar to those
described in this paper, and semantic annotation techniques
similar to those in (Maynard and Greenwood, 2012) which
aimed at managing the evolution of entities over time. The
extracted opinions and sentiments are time-stamped and
stored in a knowledge base, which is enriched continuously,

8http://www.trendminer-project.eu

as new content and opinions come in. A particularly chal-
lenging question is how to detect emerging new opinions,
rather than adding the new information to an existing opin-
ion for the given entity. Contradictions and changes also
need to be captured and used to track trends over time, in
particular through opinion merging, which we turn to next.

4.6. Opinion Aggregation and Summarisation
Another novel aspect to our work concerns the type of ag-
gregation that can be applied to opinions to be extracted
from various sources and co-referred. In classical informa-
tion extraction, this can be applied to the extracted informa-
tion in a straightforward way: data can be merged if there
are no inconsistencies, e.g. on the properties of an entity.
Opinions behave differently here, however: multiple opin-
ions can be attached to an entity and need to be modelled
separately, for which we advocate populating a knowledge
base. An important question is whether one should just
store the mean of opinions detected within a specific inter-
val of time (as current opinion visualisation methods do),
or if more detailed approaches are preferable, such as mod-
elling the sources and strength of conflicting opinions and
how they change over time. Effectively, we advocate here a
form of opinion-based summarisation, e.g. displaying posi-
tive/negative opinion timelines, coupled with opinion hold-
ers and key features.
A second important question in this context involves find-
ing clusterings of the opinions expressed in social me-
dia, according to influential groups, demographics and ge-
ographical and social cliques. Consequently, the social,
graph-based nature of the interactions requires new meth-
ods for opinion aggregation.

5. Evaluation
Evaluation of opinion mining can be tricky, for a number
of reasons. First, opinions are often subjective, and it is
not always clear what was intended by the author. For ex-
ample, we cannot necessarily tell if a comment such as "I
love Baroness Warsi", in the absence of further context, ex-
presses a genuine positive sentiment or is being used sarcas-
tically. Inter-annotator agreement performed on manually
annotated data therefore tends to be low, which affects the
reliability of any gold standard data produced. While Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk has been used for producing such
gold standard annotated corpora, similar problems apply
with respect to inter-annotator agreement, even if multiple
annotations are produced for each document. Second, it is
very hard to evaluate polarity scores such as the ones we
produce: for example, we cannot really say how correct
the score of 0.6012 awarded to a comment in the Rock am
Ring forum about the band "In Flames" being the person’s
favourite band is, or whether a score of 0.463 would be
better. However, while these scores technically represent
strength of opinion, we can view them instead as an indi-
cator of confidence. So we would therefore expect the sen-
timents expressed with high polarity scores to have higher
accuracy, and can tailor our evaluation accordingly, looking
for higher accuracy rates as the polarity score increases.
As mentioned in Section 4, much of the success of an
entity-centric opinion mining tool depends on the quality



of the entities and events extracted. Because we adopt a
high precision strategy, at the potential expense of recall,
we aim to minimise this effect. Because we risk missing
some opinions, we also have a backoff strategy of identi-
fying opinionated sentences which do not specifically map
to an extracted entity or event. These give us some extra
opinions, but risk being irrelevant or outside the scope of
our interest.
We have not yet formally evaluated the opinion mining
tools, other than for the political tweets dataset, whose re-
sults are reported in (Maynard and Funk, 2011). How-
ever, initial results look promising. We manually anno-
tated a small corpus of 20 facebook posts (in English)
about the Greek financial crisis (automatically selected ac-
cording to certain criteria by our crawler) with sentiment-
containing sentences, and compared these with our sys-
tem generated sentiment annotations. Our system correctly
identified sentiment-containing sentences with 86% Preci-
sion and 71% Recall, and of these correctly identified sen-
tences, the accuracy of the polarity (positive or negative)
was 66%. While the accuracy score is not that high, we
are satisfied at this stage because some of the components
are not fully complete – for example, the negation and sar-
casm components still require more work. Also, this ac-
curacy score takes into account both incorrect and correct
sentiment-bearing sentences, since the two tasks are not
performed independently (i.e. we are not assuming per-
fect sentiment sentence recognition before we classify the
polarity of them). On the other hand, the named entity
recognition is very accurate on these texts - our evaluation
showed 92% Precision and 69% Recall. Since we aim for
high Precision at the potential expense of Recall, and since
we have further plans for improving the recall, this is most
promising. Clearly, further and more detailed evaluation is
still necessary.

6. Prospects and future work
While the development of the opinion mining tools de-
scribed here is very much work in progress, initial results
are promising and we are confident that the backoff strate-
gies inherent in the incremental methodology will enable
a successful system. We advocate the use of quite shal-
low techniques for much of the linguistic processing, using
chunking rather than full parsing, for instance. While we
could incorporate the Stanford parser to give us relational
information, previous experience shows that the perfor-
mance of such tools is dramatically reduced when used with
degraded texts such as tweets. Furthermore, our methodol-
ogy enables the system to be easily tailored to new tasks,
domains and languages. On the other hand, the linguistic
sub-components can also be used as initial pre-processing
to provide features for machine learning, where such data
is available, and we are currently experimenting with such
techniques.
In previous work we have obtained good results using
SVM-based machine learning (ML) from linguistic fea-
tures for opinion classification (Funk et al., 2008; Saggion
and Funk, 2009). We plan to experiment with similar data-
driven techniques on tweets, although we would probably
use the Perceptron algorithm instead, since it is faster and

(in our experience) about as accurate for NLP. Our pre-
vious experiments were carried out on longer, somewhat
more consistently edited texts (film, product and business
reviews), which were quite unlike the highly abbreviated
and inconsistent styles found in tweets. However, we ob-
tained good results with unigrams of simple linguistic fea-
tures, such as tokens and their lemmas, as well as with
features derived from SentiWordNet values. With the ad-
ditional features we already identify using our rule-based
techniques, such as negative and conditional detection, use
of swear words and sarcasm, we would expect to have some
reasonable results. To carry out such experiments success-
fully on tweets, however, we would need a larger manually
annotated corpus than the one previously used
As discussed earlier, there are many improvements which
can be made to the opinion mining application in terms of
using further linguistic and contextual clues: the develop-
ment of the application described here is a first stage to-
wards a more complete system, and also contextualises the
work within a wider framework of social media monitoring
which can lead to interesting new perspectives when com-
bined with relevant research in related areas such as trust,
archiving and digital libraries.
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